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Even the emperor organization is also in control of the Bible organization.

This is easy to understand. For a long time, the Bible organization has been
acting secretly.

On the surface, there must be some forces to do things.

The imperial organization is one of the right assistants…

There are also the four major forces of Velador’s top ten forces, including the
Velador League, which is also under the control of the Bible organization!

There are also various forces spreading across the four continents of east, west,
north and south.

Almost the whole world has the footprints of the Bible organization.

powerful!

It’s so powerful!

The Lab of the Gods was originally to build various bases, but the Bible
organization controlled various forces.

Levi didn’t understand what Maya Industry was like.

It’s all saying that Maya Industry has replaced the position of the Gods’
Laboratory.



But now it seems that it is the Bible organization that replaces the status of the
laboratories of the gods!

This is too damn exaggerated.

Levi remembered all the forces in his mind, and he also remembered all the
people in charge of the Bible organization.

“Huh? The Dark God had another apprentice?”

Levi saw an apprentice of the Dark God.

“Well, yes! This apprentice is very mysterious! We can hardly see it! Miss Li is
her new apprentice, so we are shocked!”

“This apprentice is nicknamed the Second God, and Miss Li should be the
closest person to the Dark God!”

Several people from the Underworld God explained.

Levi touched his chin: “So I just need to prevent this apprentice from now on!”

“Yes! Except him! No one can tell that it is you! And no one knows where he is
except God of Darkness!”

Everyone.

Levi nodded: “Well, when I see this apprentice, I will just kill it!”

“By the way, Master! Just now, all the ministries have sent messages asking,
what’s the situation just now?”

Underworld god asked.

After all, Levi just punched, and half of the western continent was paralyzed.



“Spread it out! It is said that the dark god’s practice resulted in an unimaginable
situation!”

Levi smiled.

Soon, the news spread.

God of Darkness once again enshrines God!

Countries in the Western Continent are also relieved one after another.

Originally, the dark god is the number one in the god list!

The combat power of this era is at the ceiling level.

Now that his strength has greatly increased, it is normal to make such a
movement.

However, the disturbance this time caused the Dark God to rise to the next level.

Taking this opportunity, all agencies jointly launched a new list of gods.

This time the list of gods has increased to a thousand people.

There are also 10,000 quasi-god leaders.

The meaning of quasi-shenzhen strong people is very simple, if the god-strong
people fall or regress, they will directly ban them.

The competition is fierce.

Stagnant strength will be eliminated.

Your countless opponents are working hard, you can only be forced to make
progress.



Let alone regress, even small progress will be eliminated.

Without exception, the dark god sits firmly at the top of the god list.

There was a faint trend of catching up before the second and third.

But after the movement of Western Continent came out, the Dark God crushed
them without any suspense.

Sit in the first position!

Many people call the Dark God the eternal God!

But how did they know that the dark god at this moment had changed, and it was
Ye Jun.

The dark god is one aspect.

What’s more, the number of places in the god list has reached 1,000, and many
people have been on the list.

Everyone is cheering.

But a few are happy and some are worried.

For example, Sarah was kicked out of the gods list.

After all, she was abolished, and she had no strength.

It must be eliminated.

But more people cheered.

The excitement of being on the list of gods, even if you become the strongest
person on the list of gods, is counted as a kind of glory.



But these are not Levi’s concerns.

He is concerned about another matter.

“By the way, why was the nest of the Bible Organization moved away?”
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The Bible organization has been active in the dark. It doesn’t really matter where
the nest is.

But why did you move away suddenly?

This must be problematic.

During that time, Levi had been in retreat, and the dark cage isolated everything.

The inside didn’t know what was going on outside.

So Levi didn’t know what happened.

The evil gods said: “In fact, we don’t know the specific reason! But according to
our later speculation, we found that the place should have been discovered by
someone!”

“Yes! I was discovered! The Dark God ordered it to move away!”

The others nodded.

Underworld God continued: “I have also analyzed some reasons! I judge that the
person who discovered this is the god of Tiance Mansion!”

“Yes! This is the most likely to be him! Look, when the master mentioned the
gods of Tiance Mansion, the Dark God didn’t feel a bit strange, just take it
seriously! There is no doubt!



This situation can only show that the dark god is not surprised that the god
commander of Tiance Mansion found the dark prison! And if he believes so
firmly, it means that the last time he found it was the god of Tiance Mansion! “

What did the evil god think, he couldn’t help saying: “One more thing! Since then,
the dark god has been so stubborn about Velador! He has continuously
strengthened his strength, and also wants to integrate the sword and the sword
into Velador! Planning to control the Big Summer The top power also started from
that time!”

“I know this! The Dark God said that because of the existence of a person, she
can’t enter Velador! She is the master of Tiance Mansion! Especially after
meeting him, I guess this feeling is even stronger!”

Levi also nodded: “Now it seems that the marshal of Tiance Mansion discovered
the dark prison in the first place!”

“wrong?”

Levi suddenly thought of what the Dark God said before he died…

He reacted quickly.

It seems that the Dark God regards himself as the apprentice of the gods of the
Tiance Mansion?

At the last moment, it was not…

It must be so!

But now it seems that the Dark God does all this, I am afraid it has something to
do with the god commander of Tiance Mansion…

After Levi figured out everything, he returned.



“By the way, Master, I heard that Li Chengmin is now dying…Orion Group
regards her as the biggest traitor…”

Underworld God provided Levi with an information.

“Huh? She?”

Levi’s face changed.

Li Chengmin is a friend from birth to death.

Helped myself a lot.

There are difficulties now, but because of their own difficulties.

Levi had no choice but to manage.

Even a Orion Group in a mere mere daring to move my friend?

“But Orion Group is backed by Maya Industry…”

One person spoke of Maya Industry with a trace of dread.

Because the Dark God once said-in fact, the biggest threat to the Bible
organization in this era is Maya Industry.

So everyone has a trace of fear.

Underworld God glared at the man.

Everyone reacted now.

The current dark god is Levi!

He interrupted Heaven Sword and Earth Sword one after another, who could
stand this strength.



Maya Industry is that dog?

Dare to bark in front of Levi?

Levi glanced at them and said, “Well, I’ll go to Star Country first!”

He was just about to feel the changes in this era, and to find clues in the
laboratory of the gods.

Levi always felt that the disappearance of the Lab of the Gods was not so
normal.

They must still be there.

Something must be planned.

…

Star country.

Where Li Chengmin was detained, several senior officials of the Orion Group
were all present.

“She can’t do it anymore! I won’t even see the sun tomorrow!”

“Is it a pity to die like this?”

“By the way, let her do an experiment! A new group of people just happened to
be here, let’s go with them to do the experiment!”

“It can be regarded as a contribution to Orion Group!”

“Yeah! Yes! Just use her to do experiments!”

…



The recent experiment of Orion Group wiped out humanity.
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This is actually an experiment of Maya Industry!

Inject new drugs into people or various organisms to observe and test the
changes in various functions of the body.

After the Orion Group undertook this experiment, it created a bunch of monsters
with neither humans nor ghosts.

Now a small town in Star Country is completely reduced to a purgatory on earth,
because Orion Group threw all these experimental products into this town.

Then a special metal wall with a height of 30 meters was built around the town,
and a metal dome was built to wrap the whole town.

Don’t let the monsters that are neither human nor ghost inside come out.

From a distance, it looks like a super fortress.

This was built by Orion Group with a lot of money in order to trap these monsters.

If they are allowed to come out, it is estimated that the entire star country will fall.
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Because these experimental products cannot be eliminated after being injected
with Maya Industry’s medicine.

And the combat effectiveness is extremely strong! ! !

Strong enough to explode!

To sum up, it is the upgraded version of the previous pure energy body!

But their exaggeration is that their bodies are so hard that they are invulnerable.

Still the weapon and powerhouse of this era.

Can’t penetrate their bodies…

At first, Orion Group felt that it could be controlled, and without listening to Maya
Industry’s dissuasion, it did a lot of experiments, which completely exceeded the
standard.

But later when they found that they couldn’t control it, and couldn’t eliminate it,
they panicked.

All the experimental items could only be thrown in this town, and a metal fortress
was built to trap them from coming out.

Orion Group is still doing experiments, studying how to control these
experimental products.

But the effect is not great.

A lot of experiments followed one after another, all of which failed.

The experimental items were also transported to the town wrapped in the metal
fort…



As a result, there are more and more experimental products in this town, and it
has completely turned into hell.

On the one hand, Orion Group is also cultivating superpowers.

How to train?

Just throw these super powers into this hell.

See if they can come out alive?

Or set the time!

Three hours, or five hours…

After the experimental project started, Orion Group threw in nearly 10,000 strong
people.

About seven to eight thousand people died in it.

Less than two thousand people survived.

And most of them were seriously injured.

Only a few hundred people experienced success!

Come out alive in this hell land, and the strength has been greatly improved.

The main reason is that the experimental items inside are too terrifying, cruel,
ruthless, bloodthirsty and violent. Most of the strong people thrown in are torn
apart by them…

The most frightening thing is that no one of nearly ten thousand strong can
survive twelve hours in this land of hell.

The longest one is nine hours.



There are still a few eight hours, thirty seven hours…

These people are now on the newly promulgated god list.

It shows how terrifying the monsters in this town are.

If there is no one to open it outside, it will undoubtedly die.

Won’t survive.

Just because these experimental products are too strong and too strong, they
are still a secret.

Maya Industry and Orion Group used various methods to keep secrets.

You must not let the outside world know before you do not control these
experimental products.

Li Chengmin is going to die now.

So some people suggested that Li Chengmin should be taken to do experiments,
after all, there is a shortage of experimental products.

If people are recruited to do experiments on a large scale, it will definitely attract
attention from the outside world.

Therefore, Li Chengmin can make up for the lack of people.

“it is good!”

Eventually Li Chengmin was taken to do experiments.

The laboratory was also chosen not far from the town wrapped in a metal
fortress.



Like many people, Li Chengmin was put on various control chains and waited for
the medicine injection.

However, Li Chengmin regarded death as home, and the big deal was death.

The other side.

Levi has already reached the star country.

He went straight to the headquarters of Orion Group.
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Three years have passed.

Today’s Orion Group headquarters is built like the future world in a sci-fi movie.

“Levi is here to visit!”

A shout runs through the headquarters of Orion Group.

After hearing the sound, many people all came.

The old people of the past stood up one by one.

“Levi? What a rare visitor!”

“Hahaha, are you here to find Li Chengmin?”

“It’s a man, kind and righteous! Come to save her?”

…

Everyone in the former Orion Group was afraid of Levi. If Levi came like this
three years ago.



It is estimated that the senior management of Orion Group went into hiding in
fright.

But now, they didn’t pay attention to Levi at all.

Three years have passed, they have become the world’s top power, only Levi
stagnated.

“Well, smart! I’m here to take her away this time! People, hand it over!”

Levi said coldly.

“Ha ha ha ha……”

Everyone in Orion Group laughed.

“Levi, you are so courageous, dare to come here? You have a door to heaven,
you don’t leave, hell has no way, you go ahead!”

“Yes, the sheep is in the mouth of a tiger, this is not an obvious death!”

…

Everyone was happy.

Now that everyone knows Levi’s strength, coming to the Orion Group for trouble
is tantamount to looking for death.

And there are many people in Orion Group who want to get Levi’s revenge.

Even if Levi’s strength is not strong, the former king is too famous.

If anyone kills him, his status and reputation must be improved.

“Since you delivered it yourself, kill you!”



Just as everyone was preparing to kill the killer, someone suggested: “Hold on!”

“It’s boring to kill directly! Shall we torture him?”

“How to torture?”

“It just happens that we have a group of teams going to experience it? Just threw
him in!”

After this person finished speaking, everyone’s eyes lit up fiercely.

Everyone knew what it was referring to-the small town wrapped in a metal
fortress.

That is in purgatory on earth!

“Do you want to see Lee Sung Min?”

Someone asked.

“Of course! Where is the person?”

Levi had faintly guessed their plan.

After all, the biblical organization is too widely distributed.

Many of the Orion Group are undercover biblical organizations, not to mention
that there are several forces in the Star Country that are affiliated with biblical
organizations.

I also heard a little about their experiments with Maya Industry.

“As long as you follow us obediently, I will take you to see Li Chengmin!”

The man said.



Levi agreed: “Okay, I’ll go with you!”

Soon, they took Levi to the experimental base around the small town.

Here, Levi met Li Chengmin.

She has not had time to inject the medicine.

“Since Ye Jun is here, let him and Li Chengmin throw it inside, right?”

“Didn’t Li Chengmin like him? When Li Chengmin saw him, he had to be
separated from him again. This time, heaven and man are forever separated!”

…

The senior management of Orion Group also immediately changed the plan.

Li Chengmin no longer injected medicine.

But to torture her and Levi.

Seeing Levi, Li Chengmin was extremely excited. At this moment, she was afraid
of death.

She doesn’t want to die, she wants to survive.

Therefore, Li Chengmin hysterically begged Orion Group to let her and Levi go.

“It’s easy to let you live! Do you see the metal fortress in the distance?”

“As long as the two of you survive for three hours, you will be left alone!”

…

Li Chengmin immediately agreed.



Someone else entered this time.

It is the experienced team of Orion Group.

The team is led by the strongman Li Dazhong. Li Dazhong is the record holder
and stayed there for nine hours.

This time, he will challenge for ten hours.

It happened that Levi and the two entered the metal fortress with them…
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Levi listened to their arrangement and did not speak.

Levi has received news from this small town where all experimental monsters are
placed.

Get a rough idea of   the situation.

It is an experiment conducted secretly by Maya Industry, which was specifically
conducted by Orion Group.

In fact, he can completely slap Orion Group now.

However, out of curiosity, he wanted to see what the monsters in the experiment
looked like?

Maya Industry, what the hell are they going to do…



He was wondering maybe this has something to do with the Lab of the Gods?

Therefore, Levi was at their mercy.

Do not make any resistance.

Li Chengmin didn’t know what was inside the metal fortress, she just felt the
hope of life.

Go for it anyway.

Just now she heard others talk about Levi’s return, and she knew that his
strength in this era was limited.

But she must seize this opportunity.

After all, Ye Jun came to rescue her not far away.

Soon Li Chengmin’s parents came secretly and stuffed her a few bottles of
medicine.

Ask her to subdue secretly.

At that time, her physical condition will not only recover, but her strength will
increase sharply, and even her previous superpowers will be restored.

The parents naturally don’t want their daughter to die.

There was no way before.

But now the senior management of Orion Group has spoken, and after three
hours, he let Li Chengmin go.

This was unimaginable before.

The senior management will not let it go.



Now that Levi is here, they only agreed to torturing Levi through Li Chengmin.

Li Chengmin’s parents will immediately make arrangements.

Not only that, in the experienced team, they secretly bought into the power of the
gods Li Dazhong and others.

When the time comes, Li Dazhong and the others will help Li Chengmin survive
three hours easily.

Let Li Chengmin survive.

The parents have told Li Chengmin everything, let her be smarter in it and protect
herself.

As for Levi’s life and death, it has nothing to do with them.

They even confessed to Li Dazhong and others that they would throw Levi inside
and they would just run out by themselves.

Before entering, a batch of laboratories, about hundreds of people, were injected
with medicine.

Stay for a while and observe the condition of these experimental items.

“what!!!”

…

Everyone can’t see the situation, but the screams can be heard clearly.

Levi and the others were standing in a base.

It’s mess everywhere.



In a huge iron cage not far away, a man with disheveled hair was locked in a
frantic movement.

He was chained up and down all over his body, and his mouth was clamped by a
special metal clip. He couldn’t speak, he could only make a whining sound.

Levi glanced over and felt familiar.

But I can’t recognize who it is.

It seems that the guy inside knows himself and only started rioting after seeing
himself.

The guy in the iron cage rioted wildly, making a loud noise.

“Do you know who it is?”

Levi asked.

Li Chengmin shook his head.

“I am a traitor to the Orion Group!”

Someone next to him said.

At the next moment, someone connected to the electric grid spread over the iron
cage.

“Shit…”

The current flickered and sparks appeared.

A terrible electric current hit the man, and soon he fainted after convulsing for a
while.

Levi didn’t think too much.



He followed the crowd preparing to enter the small town of purgatory on earth.

After half an hour.

The batch of experimental products just now seems to have failed.

They were packed into containers one by one, ready to be transported to the
small towns of Purgatory on Earth.

Levi also made a special observation.

But this group of people is no different from ordinary people, and there is nothing
special.

“Set off!”

Eventually everyone came to the purgatory-like town on earth.

After Li Dazhong, a master of the gods’ list, arrived, he was in fear, and his palms
were sweaty.

The other strong men were shaking with fright…
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There are dozens of them who have been in this place before.

Especially Li Dazhong, who is strong in the gods list, has entered this small town
several times.

They know better than anyone how cruel it is.

It was the first time for the other one or two hundred people to enter. They were
so scared when they saw Li Dazhong, and they were all panicked.



The legs were trembling all the time, his face was pale, and the cold sweat
continued.

As an absolute leader, Li Dazhong taught everyone experience before entering.

“Remember! Once you can’t hold it! While running to the four doors, press the
distress signal again! There is hope that you can escape!”

Li Dazhong asked.

The rule experienced by the strong is that if you can’t hold it up, you can press
the help button.

Orion Group will think of ways to save you.

For example, open the door, such as lead away the monster chasing you.

However, Orion Group cannot provide 100% guarantee.

There is not even a half probability.

That’s because Orion Group does not have absolute control over these
monsters.

When letting experienced powerhouses escape, they can only provide some
assistance.

Like opening the door…

And the door cannot be opened for a long time, after all, the monster inside
cannot be allowed to come out!

That’s it.

So many experienced people died on the way out of the gate.



Although the door was opened, they couldn’t get rid of the monster, and finally
they were torn apart.

…

After Li Dazhong explained everything clearly, he led everyone in.

At the same time, the coma after the experiment was put in a container and
thrown into the metal fortress one step in advance.

“Okay, enter! Let’s go!”

“Rumble…”

As the door was opened, Levi and the others were driven in.

Once entering the metal fortress, there is a feeling of isolation from the world.

It’s like entering another world.

There is no darkness in front of me, only a faint light.

Barely able to see everything in front of me.

Quiet!

Surprisingly quiet!

Everyone’s hearts are hanging in their throats, sweaty and tense, and trembling
legs are normal.

The unknown is the most feared!

And everyone knows that this small town must have at least tens of thousands of
experimental monsters…



More fear.

Many people regretted it after coming in.

“No, I’m going back! I’m afraid! I don’t want to die here!”

Someone said it.

Many people followed, because they wanted to leave because they were afraid.

Li Dazhong glared at them: “Impossible! It is clearly stipulated! Once you enter,
the door will open within an hour!”

This is to prevent such people from appearing and enforce the rules.

Otherwise, they just came in and ran away.

Experience a loneliness.

Hearing Li Dazhong’s words, everyone paled.

“Then let’s wait here! Wait an hour before the door opens!”

Someone suggested.

Li Dazhong sneered disdainfully: “The group of monsters have a particularly keen
perception. It is estimated that they have discovered us a long time ago and are
coming to us! At that time, none of them will survive!”

“The only way is for everyone to form a team and kill them after an hour!”

“And let me tell you another bad fact! In order to prevent the monsters from going
out! So these four doors are either the one you want to open or the other!

The four gates of east, west, north and south will open in one position every hour,
that is, the door with the least or no monsters!



When the time comes, people who can’t hold it press the help button, and they
will get information-the door is open and the best path from your current location
to the door, etc…

“hiss!”

Everyone was frightened.

No wonder the standard of experience is based on time. It turns out that a door is
opened randomly every hour.

This way the greater the probability of death.

Li Dazhong’s words made this group of people feel ashamed, almost desperate.

But now I can only harden my head and form a team to follow Li Dazhong.


